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Martin Gardner. Packing spheres, Reversi, braids, polyominoes, board games, and the puzzles of Lewis Carroll. These and other
mathematical diversions return to readers with updates to all the chapters, including new game variations, mathematical proofs, and
other developments and discoveries. Read about Knuth's Word Ladders program and the latest developments in the digits of pi. Once
again these timeless puzzles will charm readers while demonstrating principles of logic, probability, geometry, and other fields of
mathematics. show more. ] The third volume in The New Martin Gardner Mathematical Library collects articles first published in Scientific
American in 1959, 1960, and 1961.Â The articles in Sphere Packing, Lewis Carroll, and Reversi are the usual mixture, some on
standard Gardneresque themes (dissections, geometric puzzles, games), others ranging a little further (groups and braids, sphere
packing, Ï€, the calculus of finite differences). One of the chapters is really a book review, of H. S. M. Coxeterâ€™s Introduction to
Geometry, a book that amply justifies this attention. Gardnerâ€™s humor is also in evidence. The â€œmathemagicianâ€ Victor Eigen
(presumably the guy who invented eigenvalues?) has a big role in one article. Sphere packing, Lewis Carroll, and reversi: Martin
Gardner's new mathematical diversions by Martin Gardner; 1 edition; Subjects: Mathematical recreations; People: Lewis Carroll (18321898).Â Are you sure you want to remove Sphere packing, Lewis Carroll, and reversi from your list? There's no description for this book
yet. Can you add one? Subjects. Mathematical recreations. People. Lewis Carroll (1832-1898). 1 edition. Add another? Start your review
of Sphere Packing, Lewis Carroll & Reversi (New Martin Gardner Mathematical Library). Write a review. Jan 26, 2015 Charles rated it it
was amazing. Even though I have read most of his writings more than once, Martin Gardner is one of the authors that will never take
you down a path of satiation.Â Martin Gardner was an American mathematics and science writer specializing in recreational
mathematics, but with interests encompassing micromagic, stage magic, literature (especially the writings of Lewis Carroll), philosophy,
scientific skepticism, and religion. He wrote the Mathematical Games column in Scientific American from 1956 to 1981, and published
over 70 books. Books by Martin Gardner. Moreâ€¦ News & Interviews. Sphere Packing, Lewis Carroll, and Reversi: Martin Gardner's
New Mathematical Diversions. CUP. Gardner M. Year: 2009.Â Create a new ZAlert. ZAlerts allow you to be notified by email about the
availability of new books according to your search query. A search query can be a title of the book, a name of the author, ISBN or
anything else.

